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Draw a line to match each 
compound word with the 
correct picture.

flashlight

lightbulb

lighthouse

Read the word.  
Then write the sounds  
you hear in each box.

Is the vowel sound  
in dog short or long?

____________________

Name: 

Color the words that rhyme 
with luck.

dog

 truck yuck track

 black muck duck

 tuck sack yum

Which sentence has no  
mistakes?

 a. Can we go to the park.

 b. I want to go for a walk?

 c. Did you eat lunch?

 d. Let’s go to the store
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Daily ELA 
Practice
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cat  mate  plate mat  late  sat

Sort the words based on their vowel sound.

 short a (flat)  long a (state)



Fill in each blank with the correct 
verb.

He  ______________  fast.

We  ______________  down the street.

 run runs
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Rewrite the sentence correctly.

i want to play with lena.

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

Name: 

Read each word. 
Write how many 
syllables are in 
each word.

crash  _______

falling  _______

snowing  _______

block  _______
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Daily ELA 
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 played  jumped  walking
 walked  playing  jumping

Sort the words based on their ending.

 words ending in -ed  words ending in -ing

Circle the initial  
consonant blend 
in each word.

 f l i p 

 c l a p 

 d r i v e

b r u s h
  Example: 

2 errors
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Circle the words 
with the same vowel 
sound as sit.

Add commas to make the sentences correct.

Lila  wants  cookies  brownies  and  cake  for  
her  birthday.

My  bedroom  is  blue  green  yellow  and  red.

Which sentence has 
no mistakes?

 a.  jin loves to play  
soccer.

 b.  He Is really 
good.

 c.  i like to play  
soccer too.

 d.  I have a game  
tomorrow.

Name: 
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Complete each word to match the picture.

 ______ ______ u s h  ______ ______ i p  ______ ______ i c k

 explore  teach  walk happy  explain  tell

 sit rain  fit

 bin thin  tried

Sort the words based on the number of syllables.

 1 syllable  2 syllables
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Put your sneakers on

Where did you put my shoes

They are by the door

Add a period or question mark  
to complete each sentence.

Name: 

Circle the word 
that is correctly 
divided into  
syllables.

loo-k-ing 

look-ing

l-ooking

looki-ng

looking
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Daily ELA 
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Put these words  
in alphabetical  
order.

cat, bat, sat,  
mat, flat

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

Fill in each blank with the correct 
verb.

I  ________________  to school.

Misha  ________________  to the store.

 walks  walk

Circle the words that show direction or position.

Can you put your bowl in the sink?

There is a window next to the door.

Your book is under the blanket.

  Example: The plate is  on  the shelf  next to  the cup.
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What is the problem in the story? _______________________

Who are the main characters in this story?

_________________  and  _________________ 

Name: 
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Daily ELA 
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Can you put your bowl in the sink?

There is a window next to the door.

Your book is under the blanket.

Won’tWon’t is a contraction. It is two words that 
are combined with an apostrophe.

A little rain won’t hurt us!

What two words make up won’twon’t?

 a. do not b. wont not
 c. will not d. will do

Read the word.  
Then write the sounds 
you hear in each box.

Is the vowel sound in rain  
short or long?

________________________

rain

Zola jumped out of bed. She was so excited! She was going to the 
playground today with her dad.

She ran downstairs and looked out the window. Oh no! It was raining. 
They wouldn’t be able to go to the park in the rain.

“Zola, come here,” her dad called. She ran into the kitchen.  
Dad was holding her rainboots and her raincoat.

“Where are we going?” Zola asked.
“To the playground!” said Dad. “A little rain won’t hurt us!”

How do you think Zola felt when she saw the rain?

 a. happy b. tired c. sad d. excited

Fill in the missing letters to  
complete the word.

r _______ _______ n b _______ o t s



Is the vowel sound  
in dog short or long?

____________________
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short

runs

1 0 0 1 7 1

Draw a line to match each 
compound word with the 
correct picture.

flashlight

lightbulb

lighthouse

Read the word.  
Then write the sounds  
you hear in each box.

Color the words that rhyme 
with luck.

dog truck yuck track

 black muck duck

 tuck sack yum

Which sentence has no  
mistakes?

 a. Can we go to the park.

 b. I want to go for a walk?

 c. Did you eat lunch?
 d. Let’s go to the store

cat  mate  plate mat  late  sat

Sort the words based on their 
vowel sound.

 short a (flat)  long a (state)

d o g

r    ai    n

cat

mat

I want to play with Lena.

sat

mate

plate

late

Fill in each blank with the  
correct verb.

He  ______________  fast.

We  ______________  down the 
street.

 run runs

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

i want to play with lena.

_____________________________

Read each word. Write how 
many syllables are in each 
word.

crash  _______

falling  _______

snowing  _______

block  _______

 played  jumped  walking
 walked  playing  jumping

Sort the words based on their 
ending.

words ending 
in -ed 

words ending 
in -ing

Circle the initial consonant 
blend in each word.

 f l i p 

 c l a p 

 d r i v e

b r u s h
  Example: 

2 errors

run

1

2

2

1
played

jumped

walked

playing

jumping

walking

Circle the words with the 
same vowel sound as sit.

Add commas to make the 
sentences correct.

Lila  wants  cookies, brownies, 
and  cake  for  her  birthday.

My  bedroom  is  blue, green, 
yellow, and  red.

Which sentence has no  
mistakes?

 a.  jin loves to play soccer.

 b.  He Is really good.

 c.  i like to play soccer too.

 d.  I have a game tomorrow.

Complete each word to 
match the picture.

______ ______ u s h

______ ______ i p 

______ ______ i c k

 explore  teach  walk
 happy  explain  tell sit rain  fit

 bin thin  tried

Sort the words based on the 
number of syllables.

 1 syllable  2 syllables

b

s

c

r

h

h
teach

walk

tell

bat

cat

flat

mat

sat

walk

walks

explore

explain

happy

Put your sneakers on.
Where did you put my shoes?
They are by the door.

Add a period or question mark  
to complete each sentence.

Circle the word that is correctly 
divided into syllables.

loo-k-ing 

look-ing

l-ooking

looki-ng

looking

Put these words in alphabetical 
order.

cat, bat, sat, mat, flat

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

Fill in each blank with the  
correct verb.

I  ________________  to school.

Misha  ________________  to 
the store.

 walks  walk

Circle the words that show 
direction or position.

Can you put your bowl in the 
sink?

There is a window next to the 
door.

Your book is under the  
blanket.

What is the problem in the 
story? _______________________

Who are the main characters 
in this story?

__________  and  __________ 

Won’tWon’t is a contraction. It is 
two words that are combined 
with an apostrophe.

A little rain won’t hurt us!

What two words make up 
won’twon’t?

 a. do not b. wont not
 c. will not d. will do

Read the word.  
Then write the sounds 
you hear in each box.

Is the vowel sound in rain  
short or long?

________________________

rain
How do you think Zola felt 
when she saw the rain?

 a. happy b. tired

 c. sad d. excited

Fill in the missing letters to  
complete the word.

r ______ ______ n b ______ o t s

It was raining.

Zola Dad

a

long

i o


